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ABSTRACT
As Voice User Interfaces (VUIs) become widely popular, designers
must handle new usability challenges. However, compared to other
established domains such as Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs), VUI
designers have fewer resources (training support, usability heuris-
tics, design patterns) to guide them. On the other hand, GUI-trained
designers may also be solicited upon to design VUIs given the in-
creased demand for such interfaces. This raises the question: how
can we best support such designers as they transition from GUI
to VUI design? To answer this, we focus on usability heuristics as
a key resource, and conduct several workshops with GUI design
experts, exploring how they map their design experience onto VUI
design. Based on this, we suggest that the “path of least resistance”
to transitioning designers from GUI to VUI may be the adaptation
of familiar resources and concepts (such as GUI heuristics) to the
VUI design space, instead of the imposition of novel VUI-specific
heuristics on GUI-trained designers. This finding can inform the
development of design resources that can support the increase
demand for VUIs.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centred computing; • Human computer interac-
tion (HCI);
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1 INTRODUCTION
Voice user interfaces (VUI) are increasing in popularity, with devices
such as Amazon Alexa, Google Home, and Apple Homepod becom-
ing widely available consumer products. Voice has been described
as a natural form of interacting with technology [18, 38], with long-
running predictions of VUIs becoming the future of interaction
[6]. However, as their popularity grows, designing interactions
with VUIs has progressed only incrementally, despite significant
engineering advances (such deep learning approaches applied to
speech recognition) [14]. Currently, VUIs fall short of the adver-
tised “natural” and “conversational” functionality that users have
come to expect from these devices [1, 10, 12, 25, 32]. Issues such
as a lack of system feedback and difficulties in correcting errors
are still prevalent within current VUI systems [12, 25]. This causes
current VUIs to not match high user expectations, or in the case of
many underrepresented groups, increases the barriers to adoption
[12, 18, 20].
VUIs are still relatively new as mass-market consumer products.
Consequently, established standards for VUI design are lacking in
this research area [10]. As such, a large majority of established in-
terface designers may not have been formally trained in VUI design
[22, 23]. Many designers currently tasked with developing VUIs or
components of VUIs (e.g. Alexa skills) are likely to be relying on
established practices adopted from Graphical User Interface (GUI)
design, which has encompassed the majority of HCI design training
[21]. However, designing for voice interaction poses many new
usability challenges that do not exist in GUIs [25, 46], with audio
and speech being the primarily (sometimes the only) medium of
interaction. With the increasing demand for the development and
integration of VUI interfaces into people’s daily lives, the demand is
growing rapidly for proper tools, methods, and practices is growing
rapidly that can aid designers in developing for a VUI paradigm.
Usability Heuristics are an example of a widely-used and adopted
tool for designing user interfaces. While heuristics already exist for
the design of GUIs [27, 30, 37], VUI heuristics are not yet widely
available - or at best, are in their infancy. The few available VUI
heuristics are not yet settled into a widely adopted and univer-
sally understood canon (with research on what such VUI heuristics
may consist of also not yet completed [24]). While summative
usability evaluation methods are often used for VUIs, heuristics
allow designers to ground the entire process (e.g. design, formative
research, summative evaluations) in a more comprehensive frame-
work, which necessitates the exploration of developing widely-
adoptable VUI heuristics. Though research shows that existing
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GUI-based heuristics cannot be mapped directly “as is” to VUI inter-
action [24, 35, 46], recent empirical work on VUI usability suggests
that some existing GUI heuristics can provide a groundwork for the
development of VUI heuristics [44]. Therefore, VUI heuristics may
not need to be developed from scratch. There are also critical argu-
ments in recent speech-related HCI literature that GUI heuristics
can evolve or be adapted to VUIs [24, 25].
The commercial interest in developing “voice-first interactions”
is increasing at a large rate, forcing a very large number of GUI-
trained designers to adapt “on the fly” to designing VUIs – mostly
without any guidance on how best to do so [22]. This strongly sug-
gests that, while it is important to continue research on developing
VUI heuristics from scratch, we may need to offer a “path of least
resistance” that leverages the vast body of knowledge related to GUI
heuristics, as opposed to creating VUI heuristics primarily from
scratch. We explore this “path of least resistance” by answering the
following questions in this paper:
Given that most designers have currently been trained in GUI
design, how do they interact with and handle VUI usability issues,
given their existing GUI training and experience with existing tools
(e.g. GUI heuristics)?
What barriers do GUI-trained designers face when trying to
interact with, understand, and apply existing heuristics (both GUI
and VUI) to VUI usability issues?
What is the “path of least resistance” to helping designers to
transition into the VUI design space, and how should we create
tools (such as heuristics) to aid these designers?
The workshops demonstrated that there is a path of least resistance
that can be followed to help designers transition from GUI to CUI
design. This path uses both existing GUI heuristics and experience
from GUI design training in order to help inform VUI heuristics that
are easy to understand and adopt in practical design. Rather than
presenting designers with completely novel tools, we found having
heuristics that follow similar language and concepts that are found
in GUI heuristics and methods (that designers are already trained
in) provides the easiest path for transition GUI designers into the
VUI design space – the broad academic and industry practice of
designing voice interfaces.
1.1 Research Goals and Contributions
Previous VUI heuristics in literature have often been developed
from scratch, by collecting empirical VUI usability issues and de-
signing heuristics around ‘solutions’ for these issues. This can be
problematic for designers who are transitioning into the VUI de-
sign space, as this can impose the adoption of tools that require
a familiarity in VUI design that many current designers do not
have. This has been shown to be an ineffective approach to devel-
oping new heuristics for VUIs in previous research, particularly
for designers who are not already well-versed in speech interfaces
[43]. In this paper, we show instead that a “path of least resistance”
exists by exploring the design knowledge and experience of cur-
rent GUI designers and using it to form VUI heuristics. Due to a
higher familiarity factor for current GUI-trained designers, this
may be a better venue to explore for creating VUI heuristics that
can be widely validated and adopted after their creation. To do
this, we present the findings of seven participatory workshops with
usability experts, consisting of cognitive walkthroughs, heuristic
evaluations, and participatory design. These workshop activities
aimed to learn how GUI experts interact with VUI usability issues
and apply existing GUI experience and heuristics to them, and how
GUI experts conceptualize and understand recently proposed VUI
heuristics in connection with existing familiar GUI heuristics. From
these, we provide recommendations for how VUI heuristics should
be developed in order to provide such “path of least resistance” for
transitioning designers. Our paper proposes a new way to better
support designers as they transition from one paradigm to another,
using empirical evidence from the seven workshops we conducted
with designers. This has the potential to address several of the
barriers toward the use of heuristics for VUI design.
Our primary contributions in this paper are as follows:
• By exploring how GUI designers interact with and handle
VUI usability issues (RQ1), we contribute an understand-
ing of the challenges that GUI-trained designers have when
transitioning to handling VUI usability issues;
• By identifying barriers that GUI-trained designers experi-
ence while interacting with applying existing heuristics to
VUI issues (RQ2), we provide insights into their ability to
engage with GUI and VUI heuristics as a design / evaluation
resource for VUI issues, & what pathways may be feasible
in supporting such transitions for GUI-trained designers,
including re-framing the development of new VUI heuristics
into more familiar constructs;
• Using results from the two contributions above, we provide
recommendations for how to best support designers as they
transition to the VUI design space, through following a “path
of least resistance” in the development and adoption of VUI-
specific heuristics
1.2 Related Work
Research on designing usable VUIs is more limited than for other
interaction types, as only recently have significant inroads been
made in the VUI consumer space [9]. To better contextualize the
central argument of this paper, we survey the literature on the
usability and design of VUIs, as well as efforts to develop VUI-
specific heuristics. However, before we explore the VUI heuristic
space, a broader discussion of heuristics and other design resources
is needed, along with current efforts to explore and improve VUI
interaction.
1.3 Usability Heuristics
Many resources exist to help designers create usable interfaces.
One such resource are heuristics, used both during design (to “help
choose among alternative designs”) and during formative and sum-
mative usability assessments (to “find and justify interface prob-
lems”) [48]. Some of the most established ones in GUI design are
the ones by Nielsen [27], Norman [30], and Shneiderman [37]. They
are important on a fundamental level and can help both conceptu-
alize a system and evaluate its usability. They can also provide the
theoretical foundation on which to develop more practical tools
(e.g. design patterns) that help build and assess interfaces.
For example, the heuristic of “Visibility of System Status” [27]
provides a conceptual design guideline that applies to an entire
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interaction – specifically, always providing feedback of what the
system is doing to the user. In contrast, other resources such as
design patterns or “how-to” guides [2, 16] are concerned with the
more specific “building blocks” of designing an interface.
Our work focuses on the former – design and usability heuristics.
We acknowledge that both these resources are important to the
designing any interaction. However, we argue that it is important to
have a conceptual framework of high-level principles for VUIs, like
the ones that exist for GUIs. The creation and understanding of tools
such as heuristics can provide the foundation that designers can
use to aid them in designing better voice interfaces – particularly
in that period of transitioning from a GUI design paradigm to a VUI
design paradigm.
1.4 Usability of Voice Interfaces
Previous research has greatly explored the usability of VUIs, par-
ticularly in the last 5-10 years. Infrequent users of personal voice
assistants encounter numerous usability challenges [12]. These
include difficulties with the amount of information that can be
remembered [36], system feedback [12, 18] and recognition errors
[12]. Many difficulties are a consequence of users’ expectations of
interacting with VUIs versus the reality of using existing commer-
cial VUIs [18]. Learnability – learning how to use a VUI - is another
pressing issue in current VUI design [13, 26, 46]. Schneiderman
[36] highlighted key issues such as the cognitive effort required to
interact with them, problems with presenting information through
speech, and resolving errors due to speech recognition. Nielsen [29]
and colleagues [7] highlights that the usability of VUIs limits their
usefulness, and that visual interfaces surpass voice interfaces in us-
ability for most cases (besides hands-free interaction or for people
with physical disabilities). Even with research and technological
advances over the past decade, users continue to experience many
usability issues with VUIs, which often lead to lack of adoption or
abandonment [12, 18, 20].
1.5 Improving VUI Interaction Design
Much work has been performed over the past few decades that
attempts to improve VUI Interaction design. Some researchers have
explored the attitudes, perceptions, and experiences of VUI usability
by current users [12, 18, 32]. Others have attempted to address VUI
usability issues directly by working to develop solutions to specific
VUI usability issues, such as creating tutorials and contextual help
to improve learnability [11, 13, 46], and reducing the memory load
required in VUI interaction [45]. Others have tried addressing VUI
design more holistically, by developing design guidelines, heuristics,
and methods for VUI systems [24, 40, 43]. Recent research has
highlighted the importance of training VUI designers as a means
to improve VUI usability issues and have begun to explore VUI
design training in HCI Education [22]. As experienced designers
transition from a GUI to a VUI design space, and new designers
enter the VUI industry, there currently lacks appropriate training
and education for VUI design. A previous syllabi review and meta-
analysis showed that there is very little discussion and training on
VUIs in current HCI curricula [22]. This in particular makes it very
difficult for designers to transition appropriately from the familiar
space of designing GUIs to designing VUIs.
1.6 Developing Usability Heuristics for VUIs
Usability heuristics are useful for evaluating and designing new
UIs. As new interaction domains have arisen, researchers have
developed appropriate new heuristics tailored to them. One method
of developing usability heuristics for new interaction paradigms is
exploring documented usability issues within that paradigm and
generating design heuristics that encapsulate and seek to resolve
these issues. This method was used in creating video-game specific
heuristics, using usability issues identified in game reviews [31],
and for telephone-dialogue interfaces, using a database of usability
issues and design solutions [40]. Another method (addressed in this
paper) is to take established usability heuristics and adapt them to
a new interaction context. These are often grounded in Nielsen’s
[27] established heuristics for user interface design. This has been
conducted in many fields, including for usable web pages [4], virtual
reality applications [41], ambient displays [19], and touch-screen
mobile devices [15].
Previous literature has explored developing design guidelines
for VUIs. Rudnicky [34] developed seven guidelines for speech user
interfaces (SUIs), however, they were directed at SUIs that were
incorporated into graphical-first dialogue interfaces. Recently, two
sets of preliminary guidelines have been proposed for designing
voice-dedicated interfaces (which are the focus of our study). One
is a set of telephone dialogue design guidelines, that was created
from a database of usability issues and respective “design solutions”
[40]. Another is a set of 17 VUI usability heuristics was created to
inform the design and evaluation of speech-based smart devices
[43], expanding on previous efforts (e.g. [40]). These have primar-
ily followed a “top-down” approach of heuristic development, by
taking documented issues and developing design heuristics around
these issues, vs. a more bottom-up approach grounded in existing
heuristics (such as GUI heuristics).
1.7 From GUI to VUI: Investigating the Path of
Least Resistance
Little work explores how existing GUI heuristics may map over
to VUI usability issues, and in turn how they may be used as a
grounding for VUI heuristics. VUI interaction is very different
from GUI interaction [16, 19, 37]. Thus, GUI interaction principles
cannot be mapped directly. However, a recent review of speech
work in HCI found that discussion of design issues often aligned
significantly with GUI heuristics [24], though the literature does
not explicitly discuss GUI heuristics themselves. Previous research
has also identified the difficulty for designers not thoroughly ex-
perienced with speech design to adopt VUI heuristics that have
been developed from scratch [43]. Given that current (primarily
GUI-trained) designers in industry are increasingly being asked
to develop voice interfaces, this poses a large problem for voice
interfaces being developed today – of which the damage can be
seen based on current research on the many usability issues still
existent in VUIs today [12, 18, 26, 32]. Our paper seeks to address
this critical design gap. The literature surveyed here suggests that,
while developing VUI heuristics from scratch may still be necessary,
it may not be sufficient to address this gap, given how widespread
and entrenched GUI-specific training and GUI heuristics are. Hence,
we seek to investigate a “path of least resistance” that more easily
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Table 1: Participant demographics and experience with VUIs and GUI heuristics
ID Gender Position Used VUIs Designed for VUIs Familiar with GUI
heuristics
P1 M Assistant Professor ✓
P2 F Assistant Professor ✓
P3 F Industry Designer ✓
P4 M Industry Designer ✓ ✓
P5 M Industry Designer ✓
P6 F Post-Doctoral Fellow ✓ ✓
P7 M UX Developer ✓ ✓ ✓
bridges the GUI design resource space (e.g. heuristic principles) to
the VUI space. The exploration of directly soliciting and incorporat-
ing design knowledge and experience of existing designers (many
GUI-trained) has not previously been thoroughly explored in VUI
heuristic development, particularly in early heuristic brainstorming
and development [34, 40, 43]. Our study aims to do exactly this –
to solicit early design knowledge and experience from GUI-trained
designers to better inform the development of future VUI heuristics.
2 FROM GUI TO VUI HEURISTICS: AN
EMPIRICAL ASSESSMENT
As the commercial development of VUIs grows, existing GUI trained
designers may lack tools on how to approach the design of such an
interaction, relying on adaptation of existing knowledge to inform
design [22]. Our work aims to explore the feasibility of using GUI
heuristics to scaffold the development of VUI heuristics, scoping
the feasibility and challenges faced when using GUI heuristic tools
to inform VUI design. This may have significant benefit for current
designers as it will allow them to use existing knowledge to ease
into the VUI design space. To explore this, we conducted one-on-
one workshops with seven design experts, consisting of several
usability activities with VUI devices, as well as participatory design
sessions. These are described in detail below.
2.1 Participants
Seven usability experts participated in the workshops. Snowball
sampling and social media was used to recruit both academic and
industry design experts from the UX community in our area (Table
1). This sample is in line with typical in-depth, extensive quali-
tative research [8]. We consider this suitable for an investigation
focused on exploring pathways toward developing VUI heuristics
that current designers could adopt (instead of a formal validation
of a proposed set of heuristics, which will be conducted after such
pathways are identified). The study was approved as low srisk by
our university’s ethics board. All but one of the participants were
familiar with GUI heuristics, and over half of the experts had either
used VUIs before or had designed for them.
2.2 Methods and Instruments
We conducted seven individual one-on-one workshops with partic-
ipants, that consisted of a variety of usability and brainstorming
activities. Each workshop involved four phases:
Phase 1 - Cognitive Walkthrough with Commercial VUIs: This
phase involved a cognitive walkthrough [28] with the Amazon
Echo and Google Home. These devices were chosen due to current
market presence and the push by various companies to develop
apps or skills for them. Experts were given a list of tasks that people
commonly perform with commercial VUIs like Amazon Alexa, such
as controlling music, calendar appointments, setting alarms and
general search [12, 17, 18, 42]. The given tasks were:
• Play “Imagine” by the Beatles
• Turn the volume up
• Turn the volume back down
• Pause the music
• Set a timer for 10 seconds
• Set an alarm for ten seconds from now
• Add an event for Lunch on September 27th at 1 PM
• Find out who the 15th prime minister of Canada is
• Find out how many milliliters are in 5 cups
• Get the temperature in Illinois, in both C and F
They were asked to perform the tasks in any order they chose
with both devices, using whatever language they wanted to perform
the task. While performing the tasks, they were asked to think of
any usability issues that they encountered (they were provided
with sticky notes to record notes for later discussion). This phase
was very familiar in terms of setup and execution to what usability
experts normally do in their line of work.
Phase 2 - Heuristic Evaluation using Existing GUI Heuristics:
Experts were then asked to identify the VUI usability issues that
they encountered while performing the tasks. They were given the
opportunity to try new tasks they came up with on their own if
they wished. After identifying these issues, they were asked to go
through each issue and specify whether it violated one or more
GUI heuristics.
We used a merged list [24] of Nielsen’s [27], Schneiderman’s [37],
and Norman’s [30] GUI heuristics, as these are well-established and
widely used:
• G1: Visibility/Feedback of System Status
• G2: Mapping Between System and Real World
• G3: User Control and Freedom
• G4: Consistency throughout the Interface
• G5: Helping to Prevent User Errors
• G6: Recognition Rather than Recall
• G7: Flexibility and Efficiency
• G8: Minimalism in Design and Dialogue
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Table 2: Wei/Landay (A) and Suhm (B) VUI Heuristics
ID Heuristic title
A1 Give the agent a persona through language, sounds, and other styles
A2 Make the system status clear
A3 Speak the user’s language
A4 Start and stop conversations
A5 Pay attention to what the user said and respect the user’s context
A6 Use spoken language characteristics
A7 Make conversation a back-and-forth exchange
A8 Adapt agent style to who users are, how they speak, and how they are feeling
A9 Guide users through a conversation so they are not easily lost
A10 Use responses to help users discover what is possible
A11 Keep feedback and prompts short
A12 Confirm input intelligently
A13 Use speech-recognition system confidence to drive feedback style
A14 Use multimodal feedback when available
A15 Avoid cascading correction errors
A16 Use normal language in communication errors
A17 Allow users to exit from errors or a mistaken conversation
B1 Keep it simple
B2 Carefully control the amount of spoken output
B3 Word options the way users think
B4 Minimize acoustic confusability of vocabulary
B5 Provide carefully designed feedback
B6 Abide by natural turn-taking protocol
B7 Coach a little at a time
B8 Offer alternative input modalities
B9 Yes/no queries can be very robust
B10 Carefully select the appropriate persona
• G9: Allow Users to Recognize & Recover from Errors
• G10: Providing Help and Documentation
Phase 3: Brainstorming Potential New VUI Heuristics: After us-
ability experts had gone through each of the VUI usability issues
and identified violations based on GUI heuristics, they were then
asked to engage in a participatory-design activity. It is important
to note that the goal of this phase was not the creation of new VUI
heuristics, but to explore how GUI experts engage in VUI heuristic
development. They were asked to take the usability issues that were
not categorized (i.e. found to not violate any of the GUI heuristics),
and to brainstorm potential new heuristics that could encompass
these issues. As discussed in the Related Work section, such heuris-
tics have been proposed before, although these were not grounded
in a collaborative approach that involved design experts from early
on in the design process. Instead, we propose here pathways or
approaches to develop VUI-specific heuristics. As part of exploring
these pathways, we included this brainstorming phase with our
expert participants.
Phase 4: Exploring Wei/Landay and Suhm’s VUI Heuristics: Ex-
perts were presented with both Wei/Landay’s [43] and Suhm’s [40]
heuristics in their original format, which included the top-level de-
scription of the heuristic (Table 2). Our goal was to explore whether
GUI experts can understand and apply these existing VUI heuristics,
giving much needed empirical validation and evaluation of the VUI
heuristics currently available. We also wanted to explore how these
existing heuristics resonated with predominantly-GUI designers.
Lack of knowledge of guidelines [47] and lack of time [33, 47] are
often reasons for not following guidelines. Hence, we consider that
engaging our expert participants around the top-level description of
VUI heuristics (instead of one that may include extensive and long
explanations) is ecologically more valid, as it mimics more closely
what GUI-trained designers may face when asked to design a VUI.
However, verbal clarification was provided to experts if asked.
First, they were asked to go through each of the two sets of VUI
heuristics and identify which (if any) GUI heuristics overlapped
with them. They were then asked to comment on how useful the
VUI heuristics were for designing VUIs.
3 FINDINGS
We describe a qualitative analysis of the observations and direct par-
ticipant transcripts from the workshops. Audio-recorded transcripts
from the sessions were coded and analyzed for themes through
inductive thematic analysis, using the framework approach [39].
Thematic analysis is a rigorous interpretative method that allows
researchers to uncover themes from qualitative data [5].
The first few transcripts were coded to identify initial observa-
tions, and then were organized into an analytic framework based
on categories emerging from the initial codes. These were then
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Figure 1: Themes (Blue), Sub-themes (Orange), and Codes
(Green) Identified during Thematic Analysis.
applied to code the rest of the transcripts. This framework was
guided by our research questions – the potential applicability of
current GUI heuristics to VUI usability issues, and the exploration
of existing VUI heuristics. After coding all the transcripts, codes
were grouped into distinct sub-themes, and then summarized into
two main themes using thematic analysis (as illustrated in Figure
1). Quantitative results were also collected, such as the amount
of GUI heuristics that were violated by VUI usability issues and
the number of overlaps between GUI & VUI heuristics. While the
order we present the findings differs from the order in which we
conducted the phases, we have chosen to present the findings in
the following way based on the themes gathered from our thematic
analysis (which sometimes bridge across several phases), and to
illustrate the experience of experts applying heuristics to VUI issues
(and vice versa) in a narratively coherent manner.
3.1 How GUI Designers Understand and Apply
Existing VUI Heuristics
We first describe how GUI designers interpret existing recently-
proposed VUI heuristics, and the challenges experts found with
applying them to VUI issues (RQ2). These findings come from the
activity performed in Phase 4 of the participatory workshops. The
existing VUI heuristics we are referencing here are the ones listed
in Table 2. The sub-themes described here are those encompassed
by the theme “Problems with Current Preliminary VUI heuristics”
in Figure 1
3.1.1 Usefulness & Applicability of VUI Heuristics to Design. Ex-
perts noted that some of the VUI heuristics were not very useful for
designing a VUI. Sometimes it was not obvious to experts how they
would be able to use an existing VUI heuristic: “Use multimodal
feedback when available. It seems to me that it’s always available.
So, I don’t know how I would use this one, because when I turn
down the volume, I don’t want it to tell me, because I already hear
it.” (P2)
Experts also expressed that some of the VUI heuristics were “not
a design heuristic”. Experts often expressed a perception of the
format of a design heuristic and applied this to the VUI heuristics.
This was applied with B9 - “Yes/no queries can be very robust”: “It’s
just telling me that yes or no isn’t very, it’s too simple. That doesn’t
seem like a heuristic” (P7). This also often occurred with A4 – “Start
and Stop Conversations”: “Start and stop conversations...why is
that a heuristic?” (P6).
Some heuristics were also noted to not really apply to the actual
design of an interface: “Now carefully designed, that’s not really a
heuristic because what you’re saying is, ‘apply effort to the design
of your interface’.” (P5).
3.1.2 Wording and Understanding of VUI Heuristics. Experts men-
tioned that some of the VUI heuristics were hard to understand:
“Confirm input intelligently, I don’t know what intelligently means”
(P5). This stood out with A4 – “Start and Stop Conversations”: “I
don’t know exactly what it means. And actually, what is conversa-
tion, because it’s not always clear. . .” (P2).
Often, this was because the VUI heuristic was not worded or
phrased well to be applied usefully: “I guess queries from the system
can be very robust . . . but it should be rephrased” (P2). Sometimes
the wording of a heuristic left much to be interpreted: “...so keep
it simple, what does that mean for somebody?” (P6). Some were
noted to require re-wording: “Use speech recognition confidence,
so the spirit of that heuristic is useful, the way it’s worded is not.”
(P5).
3.1.3 Amount of Detail Required in VUI Heuristic. Experts noted
that they wanted more details to understand the purpose and appli-
cability of the VUI heuristics: “Keep it simple, that’s ... it doesn’t
give me enough detail.” (P5). Experts often asked for verbal clarifi-
cation if they found it difficult to understand. Some of the heuristics
were noted as simplistic and vague: “Provide carefully designed
feedback, yes, but it’s very vague. It should be a bit more refined.”
(P2).
To rectify these issues, experts wanted distinct descriptions and
examples to assist them in understanding and applying the heuristic:
“So I would like to have its rationale, why we need a persona, or
why this persona has to be consistent . . . before I would use that as
a design guideline.” (P2). Some wanted a format that’s reminiscent
of existing familiar GUI heuristics: “That would be the title of that
guideline. Then . . . a paragraph explaining what you mean by
keeping it simple .... Followed by a couple of examples.” (P1).
3.2 Types of VUI Usability Issues
Next, we describe the types of VUI usability issues that these GUI
experts found while interacting with Google Home and Amazon
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Figure 2: Types of VUI Usability Issues Mentioned
Echo. The findings in this section come from Phase 1, where ex-
perts were asked to identify VUI usability issues while performing
a cognitive walkthrough with Google Home and Amazon Echo. Fig-
ure 2 illustrates the number of experts that mentioned a particular
VUI issue in Phase 2. The top three categories were “interface feed-
back”, “device trigger”, and “maintaining past context”. All issues
mentioned in the chart are ones that have been identified in previ-
ous literature exploring usability issues with Voice User Interfaces
[3, 12, 18, 26, 36].
3.2.1 Interface Feedback. Experts noted many usability issues with
the audio and visual feedback of the two devices. While both were
display-less, coloured indicators provided visual feedback for cer-
tain actions, such as volume changes, identifying when the interface
was listening, or processing user input. Experts noted that both
visual & audio feedback was sometimes hard to understand. In
some cases, experts could not understand what the visual indica-
tors were indicating: “The lights are doing something, but I don’t
know how to record that yet.” (P2). In other cases, audio feedback
did not provide enough information to the user about the task that
was performed, such as the temperature degree scale used.
Experts noted that there wasn’t enough feedback to know if the
device understood or performed a task properly. In some cases,
no feedback was provided at all: “Feedback is...they assume self-
evident. So, if I ask Google to turn the volume up, and the volume
goes up a little, they assume that’s enough for me.” (P5). At other
times, device feedback was provided to show that an error occurred
when performing a task, but experts did not know what the issue
was: “Alexa. . . it gave a funny noise. . .when it couldn’t perform
the task I asked it to. . .[I] didn’t know exactly what the problem
was.” (P6).
Another problem expressed was that visual feedback was not
useful unless someone is looking at the device. P1 expressed their
preference for not needing to look at the device: “Visibility & feed-
back ...I don’t wanna be looking at it. . .they don’t need to provide
any visual feedback.”
3.2.2 Maintaining Past Context. Experts identified issues concern-
ing maintaining memory or context of previous requests. The most
noted issue was that both devices contained no memory of previous
requests: “The continuity is not there yet. It doesn’t relate what
I just asked back to what I asked a second ago” (P3). Due to this
issue, one cannot make requests or ask questions based on previ-
ous things that they had asked: “. . . there doesn’t seem to be any
memory. . . They don’t expect that there might be follow ups” (P5).
Another issue discussed was the lack of undo capability: “See,
without a universal undo command . . . The fact that you don’t have
a memory for these things, at least like, ‘No, no, no. Take it back”’
(P5).
3.2.3 Device Trigger. Experts experienced issues when dealing
with trigger phrases (“Okay Google” and “Alexa”) for the device to
listen for input. Experts often had to ask what the triggers were for
each device – especially if they were not already familiar with the
device.
Experts also found it frustrating to have to trigger the device
every time they wanted to speak to it: “It’s like, ‘Okay, Google,’
every time . . . just gets annoying” (P7). Experts often forgot to say
the trigger phrase first before speaking to the device. P1 expressed
that it was not a habit to repeat someone’s name each time they
spoke to them. P5 also expressed frustration with this.
3.3 Applying GUI Heuristics to VUI Usability
Issues & VUI Heuristics
Next, we describe how our experts applied GUI heuristics to both
VUI issues and existing VUI heuristics. Here we report quantitative
results illustrating how experts applied GUI heuristics to VUI usabil-
ity issues, and how experts conceptualized and understood existing
VUI heuristics from literature, along with how they connected GUI
heuristics to them (RQ2). The findings in this section come from
the activity performed in Phase 2 (VUI issues) and Phase 4 (VUI
heuristics) of the participatory workshops.
3.3.1 Applying GUI Heuristics to VUI Usability Issues. Table 3a)
shows how experts applied GUI heuristics to VUI usability issues.
We found that almost every usability issue that was brainstormed
by an expert was said to violate at least one of each GUI heuristic.
G1, G2, G3, and G7 were found to be violated the most across all
experts. The VUI issues that these heuristics were found to violate
(from Table 2) were:
G1: interface feedback; recognition of listening
G2: maintaining past context; adapting language
G3: not knowing how to say something; maintaining past con-
text; performing incorrect task
G7: adapting language; maintaining past context
Two top usability issues from Figure 2 - “interface feedback”
& “maintaining past context” – are represented in the four GUI
heuristics mentioned above. While “device trigger” was an issue
that experts struggled with, it was not often directly identified by
experts as a usability issue – informing experts what the triggers
were was often enough to solve that issue.
3.3.2 Connecting GUI Heuristics to Existing VUI Heuristics. Experts
identified many overlaps between GUI heuristics and existing VUI
heuristics. Almost every GUI heuristic overlapped with one VUI
heuristic, except for G4 (Table 3b). G1, G2, and G9 were found
to have the most overlap with VUI heuristics. Many overlapping
themes were connected to usability issue themes identified in Figure
2 (A* and B* as defined in Table 4):
G1: interface feedback/system status (A1, A12, A14, B5)
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Table 3: a) # of VUI issues that experts identified as violating GUI (G*) heuristics; b) # of VUI Heuristics that experts identified
as overlapping with GUI Heuristics.
Total
G1: Visibility/Feedback Of System Status 22
G2: Mapping Between System And Real World 20
G3: User Control And Freedom 20
G4: Consistency Throughout The Interface 9
G5: Helping To Prevent User Errors 4
G6: Recognition Rather Than Recall 15
G7: Flexibility And Efficiency 21
G8: Minimalism In Design And Dialogue 3
G9: Allow Users To Recognize And Recover From Errors 13
G10: Providing Help And Documentation 11
Total
G1: Visibility/Feedback Of System Status 19
G2: Mapping Between System And Real World 31
G3: User Control And Freedom 10
G4: Consistency Throughout The Interface 0
G5: Helping To Prevent User Errors 14
G6: Recognition Rather Than Recall 1
G7: Flexibility And Efficiency 15
G8: Minimalism In Design And Dialogue 14
G9: Allow Users To Recognize And Recover From Errors 23
G10: Providing Help And Documentation 13
G2: conversational protocol & providing personas (A1, A3, A6 –
A8, A16, B3, B6)
G9: error correction/communication (A14, A16, A17).
P7 was an outlier, finding a significant amount of VUI heuristics
overlapping with G9. This is because P7 also interpreted heuristics
that speak about proper feedback as overlapping with G9 (A6, A9,
A13, B5).
VUI heuristics that overlappedwith GUI heuristics often had very
similar phrasing or wording. (e.g. “feedback” for G1 and “correction”
or “error” for G9). The ones overlapping with G2 also maintained
a theme of “conversational/spoken language constructs” or “per-
sonas”. On the other hand, some of the GUI heuristics that mapped
to VUI usability issues did not often overlap with VUI heuristics.
One example is G3, where it was found to violate VUI usability
issues 20 times, but only found to overlap with VUI heuristics 10
times. Another example is G4, where it was found to violate VUI
usability issues 9 times but was not found to be overlapping with
any VUI heuristics.
The top six VUI heuristics that overlapped with GUI heuristics
were A7, A9, A14, A17, B6, and B7 (Table 4).
3.4 How GUI Designers Deal with VUI
Usability Issues
Here, we describe in more qualitative detail how expert designers
currently deal with VUI usability issues, particularly when trying
to apply heuristics (GUI or VUI) to them. We also describe how
their existing experience and knowledge of familiar established
GUI heuristics affects how they apply heuristics to VUI issues in
this new paradigm (RQ1). The findings in this section come from
the activity performed in Phase 2 of the participatory workshops.
The sub-themes described here are those encompassed by theme
“Challenges Applying GUI Heuristics to VUI Usability Issues” in
Figure 1.
3.4.1 Usability Issues Not Fitting GUI Heuristics. Experts men-
tioned that some VUI usability issues did not fit well with GUI
heuristics. These often existed because of the conversational nature
of these devices. Certain types of non-verbal communication that
accompany voice (such as gestures) cannot be captured by VUIs:
“If I’m trying to describe something and I’m using either my hand
to accentuate something. . .that’s lost.” (P1). Other issues that did
not fit well were ones that involved devices being aware of their
surrounding environment: “This environmental context. I couldn’t
categorize this in that at all” (P3).
Experts noted how GUI heuristics were designed with a non-
audio interface in mind, making issues that were based on the
medium of voice difficult to translate to GUI heuristics. P3 noted the
time-based element of audio output being non-existent in graphical
interfaces: “... [GUI heuristics] feel like they go to a ‘web’ kind of
environment . . . if I was looking at a screen I could just ignore
what I’m looking at, or I could scan through what I’m looking at.
Whereas, with the device, it’s more like it comes back with a verbal
response, and there is a time element to a verbal response”. P5
expressed the differences in how VUIs listen for input: “I mean, it’s
always listening to something, so this requires a different set of
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Table 4: Number of GUI Heuristics Overlapping with VUI Heuristics (Suhm: A* and Wei/Landay: B*)
VUI Heuristic ID VUI Heuristic # GUI Heuristics
A1 Give the agent a persona through language, sounds, and other styles 1
A2 Make the system status clear 7
A3 Speak the user’s language 5
A4 Start and stop conversations 6
A5 Pay attention to what the user said and respect the user’s context 3
A6 Use spoken language characteristics 3
A7 Make conversation a back-and-forth exchange 9
A8 Adapt agent style to who users are, how they speak, and how they are feeling 2
A9 Guide users through a conversation so they are not easily lost 10
A10 Use responses to help users discover what is possible 5
A11 Keep feedback and prompts short 7
A12 Confirm input intelligently 4
A13 Use speech-recognition system confidence to drive feedback style 3
A14 Use multimodal feedback when available 8
A15 A15: Avoid cascading correction errors 7
A16 A16: Use normal language in communication errors 6
A17 A17: Allow users to exit from errors or a mistaken conversation 9
B1 B1: Keep it simple 5
B2 B2: Carefully control the amount of spoken output 4
B3 B3: Word options the way users think 5
B4 B4: Minimize acoustic confusability of vocabulary 3
B5 B5: Provide carefully designed feedback 7
B6 B6: Abide by natural turn-taking protocol 8
B7 B7; Coach a little at a time 8
B8 B8: Offer alternative input modalities 5
B9 B9: Yes/no queries can be very robust 5
B10 B10: Carefully select the appropriate persona 1
considerations than something that is being operated through a
keyboard. . . because a keyboard doesn’t listen”.
3.4.2 Stretching GUI Heuristics. Experts often assigned a GUI
heuristic to a VUI issue even if they were not sure that it fit. Experts
would use words like “maybe”, “I think”, or “I guess” when mapping
GUI heuristics to VUI issues: “This whole stop listening one, maybe
user control freedom, then, maybe.” (P4). This occurred often with
G2, as the devices were conversational in nature: “I’m not used to
the need to trigger it. Maybe that’s just a little bit of G2 going on,
the real-world thing, but it just felt a little stilted.” (P3).
Experts would often explain their reasoning when they were
unsure of whether a GUI heuristic fit. Their rationale would stretch
or generalize the interpretation of the heuristic in question. This
occurred with G7, as what it means for a VUI to be “flexible” &
“efficient” was interpreted differently: “I think to adapt requests.
I guess flexibility and efficiency, but it’s only a result of the fact
that it already didn’t get what I asked” (P7). This also happened for
G2: “. . .It’s only mapping between the system and the real world
in that it needs contextual knowledge from the world in order to
understand it. . . But I want to leave that as a G2.” (P5)
3.4.3 Reframing GUI Heuristics. Experts often expressed that GUI
heuristics may need to be updated or rephrased for VUIs: “I would
want to reframe or rephrase some of the G ones . . .. I could relate
them but it’s a bit of a force with a couple of them” (P3). It was
noted that some VUI heuristics sounded like extended versions of
GUI heuristics: “this is just G6, but with a twist for audio.” (P5). P2
expressed a similar sentiment: “So it will be G1 plus plus, right? It’s
improved version of G1.” As noted earlier, many GUI heuristics that
overlapped with VUI heuristics often had very similar wordings,
which supports this observation.
3.4.4 Process of Mapping GUI Heuristics to VUI Usability Issues.
Some experts found the process of mapping GUI heuristics onto
VUIs difficult. Experts found that it was often hard to adjust to apply-
ing GUI heuristics to VUI issues. As P1 noted: “. . . these heuristics
were developed with certain devices in mind, they may not map as
easily onto these new devices”. P4 also expressed difficulty in recon-
ciling the visual-based aspects of GUI heuristics with audio-based
VUI interactions: “This talks about visual, but I think it should be
audible. I mean, yeah, it’s not providing the system status audibly
until it’s already made. No, this is hard.”
3.5 Revisiting Heuristics Within the GUI to
VUI Transition
Finally, we describe the process of brainstorming potentially new
VUI heuristics with our experts. In Phase 3 (Brainstorming Potential
New VUI Heuristics), GUI experts were asked to propose potential
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“new heuristics” to solve issues that did not fit with any of the exist-
ing GUI heuristics. These new heuristics were not meant to stand
as a formal proposal. Instead, they were meant to engage GUI De-
signers in exploring solutions for VUI usability issues that did not
align directly with usability issues they may have previously experi-
enced with GUIs in their careers (RQ3). Experts proposed heuristics
that fit into three main themes: 1) Adaptation/Personalization, 2)
Matching Conversational Constructs, and 3) Interacting with VUIs.
While these are themes that supposedly do not connect to ex-
isting GUI heuristics (as they were brainstormed from VUI issues
that did not violate existing GUI heuristics), we found that they are
still in fact grounded in GUI-design concepts, based on how experts
interacted with VUI issues and GUI heuristics in earlier phases.
For example, “Match Conversational Constructs” is a theme that is
connected to G2 – Mapping Between System and Real World, and
which appeared both when experts assigned GUI heuristics to VUI
usability issues, and when experts identified overlaps between GUI
and VUI heuristics. Many proposed heuristics in “Interaction with
VUIs” are associated with interface output & feedback, which ex-
perts previously connected with G1 – Visibility/Feedback of System
Status. This activity illustrates how, even with novel issues which
our experts were not very familiar with, their previous GUI design
training and experience influenced the solutions and heuristics they
proposed.
This also shows that such participatory approaches that engage
expert GUI designers may help re-purpose, re-frame, evolve, and
adapt existing GUI heuristics to the VUI space. This contrasts with
the challenges our expert participants had when handling new
“purpose-built” VUI heuristics. Further, this suggests that a top-
down “imposition” of new design principles may not be desirable,
and in fact, a grassroots approach to co-creating new principles by
anchoring them in familiar concepts may result in principles that
help GUI designers transition to the VUI space.
4 DISCUSSION
Grounded in the analysis of data from our expert workshops, we
return to answer the research questions we formulated at the be-
ginning of this paper (Section 1.1).
RQ1. Given that most designers have currently been trained in
GUI design, how do they interact with and handle VUI usability is-
sues, given their existing GUI training and experience with existing
tools (e.g. GUI heuristics)?
In general, we found that experts applied many GUI heuristics
to the VUI usability issues that were brainstormed - as many of
the VUI issues are similar to ones found in badly-designed GUIs.
While experts did encounter difficulties in applying GUI heuristics
to the VUI application space, they were still able to identify at
least one VUI issue that violates a GUI heuristic for almost every
VUI usability issue that was brainstormed. Since GUI experts were
also involved in the brainstorming of the VUI issues themselves, it
is possible that experts’ previous GUI training also affected their
identification of issues, and therefore found that they could apply
many existing GUI heuristics to them. While this is so, all the issues
that were brainstormed were issues that have been identified in
previous literature about VUI usability [3, 12, 18, 26, 36].
Particularly, experts commented that a reframing or adjustment of a
GUI heuristic could help make it applicable to the VUI design space.
This suggests that while GUI heuristics cannot be directly mapped
to the VUIs, existing GUI heuristics can be adjusted to deal with the
challenges that are specific to the new paradigm of voice interaction.
The fact that experts were still able to apply the GUI heuristics
show that they can still be useful as a high-level groundwork for
developing VUI heuristics. Even during our workshops, usability
experts incorporated their conceptual knowledge of GUI heuristics
into the VUI heuristics that they proposed. Taking advantage of
this previous experience and training can provide a pathway to
transition more easily into VUI design. In particular, reframing GUI
heuristics can help pave a pathway for an easy transition from GUI
to VUI design.
RQ2. What barriers do GUI-trained designers face when trying
to interact with, understand, and apply existing heuristics (both
GUI and VUI) to VUI usability issues?
As mentioned earlier, experts did encounter some difficulties in
applying GUI heuristics to the VUI application space, though they
were still able to apply them to almost every VUI usability issue
that they brainstormed. GUI experts primarily struggled to frame
and interpret proposed VUI heuristics in literature, noting factors
such as unfamiliar terminology or lack of clarity around how to
apply the VUI heuristics to VUI usability issues. We observed a
disconnect between their current understanding and familiarity of
design heuristics, and how existing VUI heuristics were proposed.
This caused participants to have some difficulty assessing the ap-
plicability of proposed VUI heuristics. This suggests that providing
GUI-trained designers with novel tools (such as heuristics) may rep-
resent an unnecessary hurdle in both conceptualizing and applying
them to VUI issues. This is congruent with previous research [43].
RQ3. What is the “path of least resistance” to helping designers
to transition into the VUI design space, and how should we create
tools to aid these designers?
One important observation was that, among both Wei/Landay’s
[43] and Suhm’s [40] VUI heuristics, those that overlapped the
most with GUI heuristics were the easiest to understand. These
happened to be the same GUI heuristics that were easiest to apply
to VUI usability issues in the earlier phases (G1, G2, G3, G7, G9).
We found here that usability experts use and apply their familiarity
of GUI heuristics to VUI design. This suggests that developing a
common language, anchoring, or transition mapping between GUI
heuristics and VUI heuristics may be the key to aiding designers
to build better VUIs. This then further supports the need to base
new VUI heuristics in familiar GUI heuristics. It is thus possible
that GUI heuristics could be extended or reengineered to capture
VUI usability issues. Furthermore, the observed challenges (such
as stretching existing GUI heuristics) can guide us in identifying
the kinds of modifications that are needed in order to adapt them
to a VUI design space. Developing VUI heuristics in this way can
provide a pathway of transition into VUI design that has a lower
learning curve and is based in existing established design concepts.
5 TOWARDS USABILITY HEURISTICS FOR
VOICE
As we have discussed in this paper, since current usability experts
are trained primarily in GUI design principles and methods, it is
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important to provide a “path of least resistance” to aid in transition-
ing from GUI to VUI design. Even new designers that are entering
industry need to be trained in appropriate tools and methods -
and often such training is provided by experts or educators who
themselves may be more familiar with GUIs [22].
It is likely that the maturing of VUI design space will lead to
opportunities for the next generation of designers to receive VUI-
focused training. However, currently there is limited evidence that
such opportunities will materialize soon enough [21] without a
pathway for designers to make this transition. We must be able to
provide appropriate tools to aid them as they transition from GUI
to VUI design. Facilitating such transitions by creating heuristics
that are anchored in prior experience is also likely to benefit new
designers (as it is reasonable to assume they may have to handle
both GUI and VUI designs in the future, or hybrid, multimodal
interfaces).
One main observation was that experts fell back to their familiar-
ity with GUI heuristics, which led to them reframing GUI heuristics
to apply them to VUI usability issues. This leads to strong con-
siderations when moving forward and can lead to solutions for
developing VUI-based heuristics. Based on our observations and
challenges identified, we suggest three considerations for designing
VUI heuristics.
Reframe Existing GUI Heuristics for Voice. Usability experts were
found to stretch definitions of GUI heuristics to apply them to VUI
usability issues and VUI heuristics. They also commented on how
many existing GUI heuristics can be reframed for voice. As well,
experts found VUI heuristics more difficult to understand and use
and found ones that shared common language with GUI heuristics
the easiest to apply. Therefore, it would be useful to start with GUI
heuristics and re-frame/adapt them for voice-dedicated devices,
considering VUI-specific requirements.
Use Familiar Concepts and Wording/Terminology. We found that
usability experts used concepts and terminology that they were
familiar with from GUI heuristics (such as “interface feedback” and
“correcting errors”). Therefore, maintaining that common language
when designing VUI heuristics is important, especially for GUI
designers who may be transitioning to the field of voice.
Follow Heuristic Language Format. Usability experts have existing
interpretations of how a heuristic should be phrased and what it
requires (such as a description and examples), which are grounded
in existing GUI heuristics. Our workshops revealed the importance
of providing information about the scope and applicability of new
heuristics, in a language that design experts can understand and
relate to. This should be grounded in their expectations about how
that heuristic guideline is assisting them in their design activities.
This will facilitate the adoption of such new heuristics by usability
experts.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, through a set of seven participatory workshops with
usability experts, we show that a pathway for helping GUI design-
ers transition into VUI design can be grounded in developing VUI
heuristics that are based on GUI design knowledge, concepts, and
practices. This requires a bottom-up process that involves design
experts from the beginning and throughout the entire process of
VUI-heuristic development. Our results suggest that adapting or
reframing existing GUI heuristics for a VUI paradigm can help de-
velop a “path of least resistance” for existing (primarily GUI-trained)
designers to smoothly transition into the VUI design space. Using
participatory approaches such as the ones used in our workshops,
that directly engage expert GUI designers, may help re-purpose, re-
frame, evolve, and adapt existing GUI heuristics to the VUI space. A
top-down approach of developing new design heuristics (a method
that has been followed by previous attempts to develop VUI heuris-
tics [40, 43]) may need to be discarded in favour of a grassroots
approach to co-creating new heuristics by anchoring them in famil-
iar GUI concepts. In this way, we can identify a common language or
anchoring between GUI heuristics and potential new VUI heuristics,
which may help develop this transitional pathway to VUI design.
As designers transition from graphical-based interfaces into the
new field of voice, grounding new VUI heuristics in existing GUI
heuristics and developing a common language between the two
design paradigms will allow new VUI designers to make the transi-
tion smoothly, and to facilitate the improvement of voice interface
design. Based on the findings of this paper, we believe that future
work should focus on gathering both GUI-trained designers and
VUI-trained designers together to explore how to create a concrete
set of heuristics that make particular use of GUI designer knowl-
edge and experience. We hope that this work can be a launching
pad for new methods in developing heuristics that may lead to
better and more adoptable VUI design.
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